ENGLAND BOXING
NATIONAL YOUTH CHAMPIONSHIPS 2022
Entry Form
(All fields are to be completed)
Forename

Surname

BCR1 No.

Date of Birth

Male

Female

Class
Youth Cadet (2005)

Youth (2004-2005)

Youth Championships Entry Weight
Previous Combat Sport

No. of other Combat Bouts
Wins
Losses

Converted to EB Bouts
Wins
Losses

EB Bouts Total (to include any previous combat experience from above)
Boxer Email Address

Boxer Signature

Wins

Losses

Boxer Contact Number

Parent / Legal Guardian Signature

Date

In entering and participating, a boxer is confirming that the boxer (parent or legal guardian, as appropriate)
consents to adhering to any Covid-19 procedures put in place by England Boxing and acknowledges and
accepts any potential risk of being infected with Covid-19 by taking part and with no liability to England Boxing
save in the event of negligence by England Boxing.
In entering, the boxer and the club concerned also consents that its coaches and representatives agree to
adhering to any Covid-19 procedures put in place by England Boxing and acknowledges and accepts any
potential risk of being infected with Covid-19 by taking part, and with no liability to England Boxing save in
the event of any negligence by England Boxing. For the avoidance of doubt failure to do so could result in
immediate removal from the competition and subsequent disciplinary action.
Club Name
Secretary Name

Regional Association
Secretary Signature

To enable the greatest number of bouts, all female entrant details are required to be
sent to the Championship Co-ordinator no later than

23rd Jan 2022

The Regional Association entry closing date will be determined by the Regional
Secretary with Regional Championship rounds to be completed by and all regional
representatives details sent to the Championships Coordinator no later than

30th Jan 2022

Pre-Quarterfinals to be completed by (Host Association named first)
6th Feb 2022
Midland Counties
V
Mersyeside & Cheshire
Yorkshire
V
North West Region
Southern Counties
V
Eastern Counties
Quarter Finals, Semi Finals and Finals
to be held on

11th, 12th and
13th Feb 2022

Barnsley Metrodome, Queens Ground,
Queens Road, Barnsley, S71 1AN
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ENGLAND BOXING
NATIONAL YOUTH CHAMPIONSHIPS 2022
Guidance & Rules
The England Boxing National Youth Championships are contested in accordance with the rules governing
AIBA AOB and the Rules, Directives, Policies and Procedures issued by England Boxing and available here.
1. Introduction - The England Boxing National Youth Championships 2022 is open to Boxers born in 2005 (Youth
Cadet) and those born in 2004-2005 (Youth). All bouts will be boxed over 3 x 3 minute rounds.
2. Previous Combat Experience - All previous combat experience must be declared in the Boxer’s BCR1. If the
Boxer has previous combat experience then authorisation is to have been granted by England Boxing to box prior
to the start of the Championships. Failure to declare previous combat bouts may result in the Boxer being removed
from the Championships and disciplinary proceedings taken against the Boxer and/or club. Any Boxer failing to
report previous combat experience must be reported to England Boxing at the first available opportunity.
3. Previous Combat Experience Complaint Procedure - Any Club wishing to raise a formal complaint with England
Boxing in regards to an opponent’s alleged previous combat experience must have gathered sufficient evidence in
order for this complaint to be dealt with. All evidence must be sent to the Championships Co-ordinator at least 5
days before any scheduled bout, any claim made without sufficient evidence will be considered vexatious. The
Championships Co-ordinator in liaison with the Championships Sub-Committee will determine the way forward and
will be responsible for informing all affected Boxers/Clubs of the decision.
4. Eligibility – Youth entrants will require at least 2 bouts upon entry.
5. Affiliation - Boxers may only enter through one regional association and must be registered to an England
Boxing-affiliated club. All Coaches are to have a current England Boxing lanyard with all pre-requisite qualifications
in date and are to produce it when requested.
6. Entry Criteria - The Boxer’s BCR1 medical book must be produced at the initial weigh-in and at all subsequent
rounds. The Boxer must have an in date medical throughout the championships.
7. Entry Form - All entry forms must be filled in accurately and honestly. Entry forms must be printed then signed by
boxer, parent/legal guardian and club secretary. An entry fee must accompany each application when sent to the
regional secretary. The Regional Secretary is required to send a list of all entries to the Championship Coordinator by no later than 30th Jan 2022. The list is to have the Regional representatives of each weight category
highlighted and must be complete regardless of whether a region has a bye at this stage.
8. Weigh-in - Boxers may transfer weight categories up until the initial weigh-in or regional deadline, whichever is
earlier. The Boxer’s weight recorded by the Supervisor at the initial weigh-in or regional deadline will determine the
category of the Boxer. During the 2-hour weigh-in period, Boxers may have as many check weighs as required,
however, Boxers are only allowed to lose a maximum weight of;
Male
Female
Max Weight Loss

Up to 51kg
Up to 50kg
300 grams

Up to 63.5kg
Up to 63kg
500 grams

Over 63.5kg
Over 63kg
700 grams

A Boxer will not be allowed to change weight category after the initial weigh-in/regional deadline unless no other
boxer has entered across the country in that particular weight category. The Boxer will not be able to change
weight category if they have already boxed in this Championships at another weight. This move can only be
sanctioned by the Championships Co-ordinator, who will be responsible for informing all affected Boxers/Clubs.
9. Weight Allowance - There will be no weight allowance in this Championships.
10. Photography - By allowing a Boxer to enter this championships, the Boxer’s parent or guardian is deemed to
have consented to any official video recording and photography and to have allowed for his/her name,
photographs and video footage to be used for publicity purposes by England Boxing.
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ENGLAND BOXING
NATIONAL YOUTH CHAMPIONSHIPS 2022
Guidance & Rules
11. Doping Control - Boxers, Coaches and all other support personnel are reminded that these Championships are
subject to the England Boxing Anti-Doping Rules. All Boxers are subject to testing as part of Doping Control and
agree to be tested in accordance with the anti-doping rules.
12. Equipment - Red or partially red gumshields are not permitted. Only approved AIBA Licensee hand wraps are to
be worn. When gloves are provided by England Boxing at later stages of tournaments their use is mandatory. It is
permissible for personal headguards to be used as long as they are an approved AIBA Licensee; England Boxing
will still provide headguards if any boxer does not have one available at the later stages of the tournament.
13. Computer Scoring - The electronic scoring machine (computer) should be used in all rounds of the
championships from regional finals onwards.
14. Declaration of Non-Pregnancy - Female entrants to the Championships will be required to declare themselves
non-pregnant on each day of the Championships, failure to do so will result in the Boxer being withdrawn from
the competition.
15. National Title - If there is no opponent for a Boxer at the national final, the Boxer can only be awarded a national
title if they have boxed in an earlier round. Please note that England Boxing Pathway recruitment is expected to
resume at the 2022 England Boxing National Championships, more information can be found on the EB website.
Championships Entry Weight
Male
Under 48kg
Under 51kg
Under 54kg
Under 57kg
Under 60kg
Under 63.5kg
Under 67kg
Under 71kg
Under 75kg
Under 80kg
Under 86kg
Under 92kg
Over 92kg

Female
Under 48kg
Under 50kg
Under 52kg
Under 54kg
Under 57kg
Under 60kg
Under 63kg
Under 66kg
Under 70kg
Under 75kg
Under 81kg
Over 81kg

Previous Combat Experience
Includes, but is not limited to, the following Combat Sports
Karate (Light/Points)
Judo
Karate (Semi Contact)
MMA
Karate (Full Contact)
Muay Thai
Kickboxing (Semi Contact)
Taekwondo
Kickboxing (Full Contact)
Wrestling
White Collar Boxing
Any other Combat Sports
16. Questions – Any queries can be directed to EBChampionships@englandboxing.org
England Boxing reserves the right to amend, alter, or to add Rules, Directives, Policies and Procedures at any time it
deems necessary. Clubs will be notified of these changes via the Vault and England Boxing Website.
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